ANSWER-KEY
SUBJECT: - ENGLISH
CLASS-X
PAPER-CODE:-1/1
SET-1
SECTION-A [Reading]
Q.1

[a] Globalization is a way to open businesses, to improve technological growth ,economy etc. It is a
way where manufactures and produces sell their good globally & not locally .
[b] (i) provides huge profits

(ii) Opportunity to worldwide market

[c] In the 1990’s rich countries pressurized the poor & developing countries to allow then to sell their
products is those countries and spread their business to make profits.
[d] Because of branded products of multinational companies prices of good quality products were
reduced and made affordable to local public.
[e] Because of the cutthroat competition the price of good quality products have gone down
[f] Foreign quality products have adversely affected the Indian market by creating unemployment and
illiteracy. & loss to the small scale industries.
[g] Education has benefited & so have the student a lot of study material is available online & also
doors to various universities across the globe have opened up resulting in better education.
[h] It has affected the Indian farmers since seeds & agricultural technology are a costly affair .
[i] Cottage industry has benefited since it has brought a lot of employment.
Q.2
[2.1] [a] Success is certain to those who are sincere, hardworking , loyal & are committed to their good in
life.
[b] Success come to those who are planned, people who have the vision & stamina , people who have a
proper approach towards life . Most of all time management which mater sure that success comes
easily.
[c] Great men always had high spirits and great thinking without which they could not achieve
success.
[1] Being punctual
[2] Being committed
[d]Hard labour is the basic essence of being successful in life.
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[e] Failures are the pillars of success” clearly tells us that they give us the extra mileage to move
forward towards success. Failures guide us in the right direction and it makes sure that we learn
from our mistakes and experience and succeed in life. Here it is quoted so.
[2.2] [a] patience, persistence and perseverance
[b] Sincerity and passion
[c] 5%
[2.3] [a] stamina
[b] Obstacles
[c] Inspiration

Q.3

Letter:Gobind Enclave
Meerut
12th March, 2018
The Editor
The Times of India
Meerut.
Subject: - Suffering of two main parks
Sir
Introduction:purpose of writing the letter
Informative para:- two main park in my locality suffering due to neglect on the part of local
authorities.
- taken over by undesirable elements.
- Residents have stopped going to the parks.
Concluding para:[Suggestions]:-

- Couple of guards should be placed
- fine against people found in deteriorating park
- Regular visits to unpaid by authorities.

Yours sincerely
Gautam.
OR
Library Road
Jabalpur
12th March, 2018
The Administrator
International coaching center
Raipur
Subject:- Enquiry about coaching classes.
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Sir
Introduction:- - heard about your coaching
- Interested in joining your classes.
Informative paragraph- want to know about
[i] timings
[ii] duration [iii] staff
[iv] transport [v] fees
[vi] and other basic facilities
Concluding paragraph:- hope you will provide theinformation as soon as possible as want to join best
science classes for upcoming board exams.
Yours Sincerely
Rajesh.
Q.4

Story writing:[As there is no fix or standard ans. To this as the opinions and ideas of child vary]
Title
Context
Use phrases like – ‘Once upon a time……’
- ‘Long long ago…………’
Introduction of characters through dialogue/ narration
PlotDescription of an event/accident
Climax:- end of the story.
OR
Title
Context
Use phrases like – ‘Once upon a time……’
- ‘Long long ago…………’
Introduction of characters through dialogue/ narration
PlotDescription of an event/accident
Climax:- end of the story.

Q.5

[a] Concentration is helped by alertness.
[b] Effective speaking depends on effective listening.
[C] Economic growth changes attitudes & lifestyle.
[d] The environment has always been in control of our destiny.
[e] They believe that logic has no place in faith.

Q.6
[a]
[b]
[c]
[d]
[e]

Q.7
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[a] Travelling to a new country can be very exciting .
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[b] It actually requires a lot of preparation before the visit.
[c] Travelling light is the best option.
[d] We also need to keep in mind the local weather.
[e] We always return with the enriched experience.
Q.8

[a] Markus Brutus
[b] Mark Antony
[c] The speaker is afraid that Antony do not have to say anything wrong about him.
[d]Speaker is very cunning and selfish kind of person.
OR
[a]Frog
[b] We refer to frog and Nightingale
[c] For letter billings nightingale should sing something new and sharp.
[d] The speaker is very sharp minded who knows how to eliminate his competition.

Q.9

[a] In the story ‘Shady plot’. Helen appear in bits and pieces because she was a ghost. She was in habit
of coming like this.
[b]On the day of judgment Shakespeare’s friend will realize that his memories are still there in the
world at dooms day and it is because of the poetry which Shakespeare has written for him.
[c] Louisa Mebbin was a miser who saved money by not giving tips-she was against paying a thousand
rupees for the old and sick tiger. She was a great opportunist and knew how to exploit people to
her advantage.
[d]Michael’s father was a gadget freak. He was crazy about computers and could not resist any of the
new gadgets or gizmos that came to the market. He had got a Pentium 150 MHzprocessor, with
256 RAM, a 1.2 Gb hard disk drive and 16 speed CD-ROM, computer with speaker, printer, modem
and scanner.
[e] The poet regrets his petty act of throwing a log at the snake and feels that this was something he
had done which needs to be atoned for or made amends for.

Q.10

After remembering his words, he was able to fight with his initial apprehensions and go ahead with
enacting his role. As his mentor said “Remember one thing Patol; however small a part you’re offered,
never consider it beneath you dignity to accept it……” Rembering his mentor words Patol Babu
thoroughly rehearsed it, carefully planned it and even improvised it like a true action. From his guru,
he learnt the nuances of acting and importance of doing work with perfection and dedication.
OR
The poem ‘Ozymandias’ highlights the vanity of human glory and power. It conveys that no human
emotions of haughtiness, sneer, pride and arrogance assure immortality and durability against the allpowerful time and nature. Everything in the word decay with the passage of time and under the
powerful influence of the elements of nature, even the mightiest of the mighty becomes one with dust
like ‘Ozymandias’.

Q.11

[a] Relation between Anne and Margot was not very healthy. Margot was Anne’s elder sister. She
receives little attention in Anne’s diary and Anne does not provided a real sense of Margot’s
character. Anne thinks that Margot is pretty, smart, emotional and everyone’s favourite however,
Anne and Margot do not form a close bond. Later in the annexe, Anne tries to bond with her sister,
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but the attempt are not fruitful. It seems the Margot was unable to provide any emotional support
to her younger sister.
OR
Otto Frank is Anne’s father. He is perhaps the most sensible, nature, generous and gentle among
all the character that flaunter in ‘The diary of a Young Girl’. Otto is practical and kind and Anne
feels a particular kinship with him. He migrates to Holland when the atrocities against the Jews
worsen in Germany. He is impartial and fair. He stops Anne for criticizing her mother and never
takes her side in her quarrels with her mother. He keeps his daughter occupied by providing them
new books and teaching Greek to Anne.
[b]Anne Sullivan not only transformed Helen but also made her transcend her physical barriers. Anne
angelic touch, meticulous planning, deep commitment and tender sympathy worked wonders for
Helen. The first day Anne Sullivan arrived, Helen warned to spell ‘d-o-l-l’ than other words
followed with the understanding of what ‘water’ meant. Anne Sullivan instructional and
innovative ideas made even learning playful. Helen was taken outdoors in fields and gardens and
they were her first lessons. She taught Geography by taking her to the beach and Helen learned
science by watching a plant grow.
OR
Helen believed that examinations were like ‘ bugbear’s and were quite a menace. It was a terrible
ordeal where one has to spend lot of time in cramming with some mystical formula and tolerate
indigestible dates and unpalatable diets. Examinations killed the creativity and beauty of great
books and one only tried to remember basic facts for exams so the appreciations of a great work of
literature is cost. Mr. Keith had worked very hard and trained Helen to solve most of the problems
mentally but the made of examination upset all that.
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